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Introduction
1. What is Creative Commons (CC)?
2. Three layers of the CC licenses
3. Four license elements and their icons
4. Six Creative Commons licenses
5. CC licenses affect on copyright exceptions and limitations
6. CC licenses affect on works in the public domain
What is Creative Commons (CC)?
• An organization
• Free legal tools 
• A culture
Three layers of the CC licenses
Four license elements and their icons
Attribution – “BY” ShareAlike – “SA” NonCommercial – “NC” NoDerivatives – “ND”
Six Creative Commons licenses
Attribution license or “CC 
BY”
Attribution-ShareAlike 
license or “BY SA”
Attribution-NonCommercial 
license or “BY NC”
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 
license or “BY NC-SA” 
Attribution-NoDerivatives license or 
“BY ND”
Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivatives license or “BY NC-ND”
CC licenses affect on 
copyright exceptions and limitations
• Fair Use
• Freedom of Expression
• Public Domain
CC licenses affect on works in the public domain
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